
IRISHIA HUBBARD |  200 RYT YOGA INSTRUCTOR



CORPORATE YOGA PRICING

$150

Package #1: A One Time Yoga Class 
Style of yoga and/or class type is chosen by the hosting company.
Price includes:

a 5 minute introductory to breathing techniques essential to

calming stress and alleviating anxiety

a 45 minute practice with detailed instruction as we guide

attendees through a variety of postures

a 10 minute closing meditation 
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ONSITE CORPORATE YOGA 
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$400

Package #2:  Class Package 
Class package includes 5 classes. Style of yoga, class type and
class schedule is chosen by the hosting company. Packages
expire after 45 days. Price includes:

 15 minute meditation 

Personalized classes 

Instructor feedback 

Wellness tips 

Essential Oils upon request. 



ONSITE CORPORATE YOGA 
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$75 per class

Package #3:  Weekly Classes
Class offered once per week for a minimum of one month for up
to 49 employees. Includes the same benefis as the class package.
Available for onsite & office.  Please ask about additional pricing
for groups of 50 and above.



TYPES OF YOGA OFFERED

Yogalates combines yoga with the core strengthening benefits of
Pilates. In this class  we warm up and cool down the body just like a
typical Vinyasa classes but then get the body going with classical mat
Pilates. Expect to work hard in this class as the focus is core stabilizing
and strengthening! Yogalates is a great for students who love high
energy yoga and core-focused exercises.

Restore offers the benefits of yin yoga and restorative yoga. Combining
these two styles together will lead you to an invigorated body and a
calmed mind. Each class starts with the practice of yin, a form of
stretching that brings stimulation to the fascia and joints of the body
through holding postures and utilizing props to help hold the body in
an intense yet stable position. The latter portion of class will integrate
restorative yoga, a practice in which the body is placed in comfortable
and fully supported postures so the nervous system can fully open and
relax. Our hope is students leave class feeling relaxed and rejuvenated. 

Vinyasa Flow yoga emphasizes the sequential movement between
postures, coordinated with and guided by deliberate breath. The
Vinyasa practice becomes a moving meditation that creates strength,
freedom and fluidity in the body and mind. Experience a blissful
balance of strength and surrender with 45 minutes of a heat-building
Vinyasa practice for strength, flexibility, and balance, followed by 15
minutes of deeply opening yin postures, held for 3-5 minutes each .

VINYASA YOGA FLOW

RESTORE YOGA FLOW 

YOGALATES YOGA FLOW 


